An Intraday Volatility Ranker file guide.
Please note that you need IVolatility SDK service subscription to use this sample Excel application.
Intraday Volatility Ranker application is an extended version of our famous Advanced Ranker. Now, it’s possible to
monitor volatility indicators intraday and rank them in any custom way. Intraday Volatility Ranker includes most
important measures for options trading such as current IVX 30, IVX 30 Change, HV 30, IV Index Hi/Low scaled range
etc. It’s an Excel application that uses IVolatility SDK with Microsoft Excel DDE, so you can easily filter and/or sort
stocks by any of the volatility indicators provided by the application.
Intraday Volatility Ranker sample includes a default list of tickers such as SPY, AAPL, SPX, AMZN, etc… just as an
example. You can easily overwrite by copying your ticker list.

To start
using Intraday Volatility Ranker, make sure you have a subscription to IVolatility Stocks SDK and then download the
Excel file with the ranker and open it. It will ask you to start the IVDDE service – if it hasn’t been started yet, please
start it.
To change one ticker you can overwrite it and then click the Update button.
To change a whole group of tickers, type or just insert it from another table into the first column “Stock Symbol” and
click on the “Update” button. The application automatically inserts the necessary formulas in the cells and sends
requests to DDE server to subscribe for these stocks (it usual takes a couple of seconds for one stock). After this
we’ll receive intraday values in cells with the requested data.
Please note that the application automatically inserts the formulas until the first empty cell in “Stock Symbol”
column, so make sure that your stock list doesn’t contain any blank lines.
Using the standard IVolatility SDK service subscription you can receive data max on 100 stocks in the same time, but
the subscription can be extended to larger groups, please contact us if you need this.
You can use Excel sorting feature and filters to setup any custom sorting/filters and this way quickly get tickers that
are good candidates for options trading. Click on the filter button to see available filters in your Excel:
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Typically, for selling options, you will need to look at expensive/high IV numbers, high scaled range (closer to 1), and
high IV/HV ratio. For buying cheap options, use low IV, scaled range closer to 0, and low IV/HV ratio.
Also, you can extend the sample further and add more fields needed for your analysis- stock price, volumes, etc...
You can check the SDK programming guide to see what types of fields are available. But please note, the more fields
you subscribe on, the less would be amount of tickers that can be used. To extend the limit, contact us.
Feel free to contact us at support@ivolatility.com should you have any questions concerning this SDK or samples we
provide.
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